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Abs tract . O\·er 150 extrasolar planets are known to orbit sun-like stars. A gro\,·ing number of 
them (9 to date) are transit ing ··hot Jupiters·· whose physical characteristics can be measured. 
Atmospheres of two of these planets have a lready been detected. vYe summarize the atmosphere 
detections and useful upper limits. focusing on the ~JOST albedo upper limit and H exosphere 
detection for HD 209-158b as the most relevant for photochemical models. We describe our pho-
tochemical model for hot Jupiters and present a summary explanation of the main result : a low 
gas-phase abundance of h~·drocarbons: an absence of hydrocarbon hazes: and a large reservoir of 
H atoms in the upper atmospheres of hot Jupiters. v.-e conclude by relating these model results 
to the relevant observational data. 
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1. Introduction 
Over 150 extrasolar planets are now known to orbit main-sequence stars. l\Iost of 
the extrasolar planets have been discovered by the Doppler technique (l\larcy et al. 2005: 
Santos et al. 2005), which measures the star·s motion about the planet-star common cen-
ter of mass. The resulting minimum masses and orbi tal parameters are guiding planet 
formation and migration models. T he planet transit surYey technique has recently suc-
ceeded in discovering exoplanets. Although planets are known to orbit pulsars and direct 
imaging of young stellar systems has reYealed bright. low-mass objects lOOs of AU from 
their star. here we focus on solar-system-aged planets around main-sequence stars. 
l\o"· that the extrasolar planets· existence is firmly established. we want to learn more 
about their physical properties. Direct imaging of solar-system-aged planets is not yet 
possible. because the adjacent star outshines the planet by up to ten orders of magni-
tude. Fortunately. transiting planets provide us with many opportunities for obserrn-
tions with current technology. In particular. the transiting hot Jupiter (planets within 
0.05 AU of their stars) planet atmospheres have been successfully detected. The hot 
Jupiter HD 209-15 b has been extensi\·ely obsen·ed because. until recently, it was the 
only one hosted by a bright star. 
2. Transiting Planet Data 
2.1. Primary Transit 
\iVhen an exoplanet goes in front of its parent star. both its density and atmosphere can 
potentially be measured. The drop in brightness of a parent star during transit gives the 
planet-to-star area. If the parent star·s radius is known (usually known to about 10% 
for main-sequence stars). so is the planet's. A mass measurement is needed to identify 
a transiting object as a planet. because low-mass stars . brown dwarfs (i.e .. failed stars) 
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and giant planets all hm·e similar sizes due to the hydrogen equation of state. The mass 
and radius gi\·e planetary density. 
During planet transit some of the starlight passes through part of the planet's atn10-
sphere. The planet ·s ··transmission spectrum··. therefore, is hiding in the stellar spectrum 
during transit. Astronomers can compare the stellar spectrum before and during tran-
sit to get the planet's spectrum. Detecting the tran mis ion spectrum is a very difficult 
measurement. because the planet's spectrum is on order 10,000 times fainter than the 
star·s. The differential nature of the measurement and the on/off nature of the tran it 
is \Yhat enables such a precise measurement. For the planet HD 209458b. the follO\\·ing 
useful observations or upper limits have been obtained: 
• l\a atmosphere detection (Charbonneau et al. 2002): 
• H Lyn exosphere detection (Vidal-?\ladjar et al. 2003): 
• CO atmosphere upper limit (Deming et al. 2005a). 
The H Lyn detection is the transmission spectrum obseryation most rele,·am to photo-
chemistry. A huge occulting area in Lyn was detected. a 159( drop in stellar brightness. 
This is a 10 times greater area than the planet"s transit at \·isible wa,·elengths - implying 
an extended exoisphere out to 3 or 4. Jupiter radii. Theoretical estimates for hydrogen 
escape from hot Jupiter atmospheres (Baraffe et al. 200.J: Yelle 200.J: Hubbar et al. 2005) 
,·ary over 4. orders of magnitude - translating from minimal to substantial planet mas 
loss owr the planet's lifetime. Re earcher do agree that an extremely high thermospheric 
temperature of 10.000 K is required for atmospheric escape to explain the Vidal-f\Iacljar 
et al. (2003) observations. 
2.2. Secondary Eclipse 
A planet that pas es in front of its tar also goes behind it · star. A differential measure-
ment before and after the planet enters into ··secondary eclip e·· can be used to measure 
the thermal emission from the planet. The thermal emission measurement is easier than 
the transmission spectrum measurement. because the ,,-hole face of the planet contributes 
to the signal and not just the thin shell of the atmosphere. The detections or useful upper 
limits for HD 209-!5 band where noted for the planet TrES-1 are: 
• Thermal emission at 2.J microns (Deming et al. 2005): 
• Thermal emission TrES-1 at 4.5 and microns (Charbonneau et al. 2005): 
• H20 upper limit 2.2 microns (Richardson et al. 2003b): 
• Albedo upper limit . 0.3- 0.7 microns (Rowe et al. 2005). 
The albedo upper limit is the secondary eclipse obserYation most rele,·ant to pho-
tochemistry. This was measured with the Canadian Space Agency microsatellite called 
f\IOST (:dicrovariability and Oscillations of STars: \Yalker et al. 2003: :datthe\\·s et al. 
2004). The upper limit on the geometric albedo is 0.25 (Irr) in ?IIOST"s single broad-band 
filter which spans 0.3-0.7 microns. \\.ith an albedo of 0.5 in the same bandpass (lliiing 
data from Karkoschka 199.J). Jupiter is much more reflectiYe than HD 20945 b. 
3. Model Atmospheres a nd Chemical Equilibrium 
.\Ioele) atmospheres used for extrasolar giant planets are typically lD. plane-parallel. 
LTE (local thermod.rnamic equilibrium). hydrostatic equilibrium and chemical equilib-
rium computer models (see .\ Iarle_v et al. 2005; Seager et al. 2005 and references therein). 
Hot Jupiters may range in equilibrium temperature from 900-1 00 K depending on 
albedo. The major uncertainty for the model is clouds: their composition. particle size 
distribution. fraction of gas condensed and cloud Yertical extent. The clouds would be 
composed of high-temperature condensates. including potentially silicates and iron. The 
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second mo t important uncertainty is heat redistribution by atmospheric circulation . The 
hot .Jupiters are almost certainly ·tidally-locked ... presenting the same face to the star 
at a ll time's (j u~t as our moon does to Earth). ln an orbit almost 10 times closer to 
thC'ir star. as l\fcrcury is to our sun. these planets are intensely heated. Strong winds. 
ewn approaching the sound speed. may or may not efficient ly redistribute the energy 
(e.g.. howman k Guillot 2002: Cho et al. 2003: Cooper k Showman 2005). Other model 
uncertainties include opacities. internal luminosities. a nd non-equilibrium chemistry. 
Considering chemical equilibrium we can specify th<' major chemical species in a hot 
.Jupiter atmospllC'rc. Figure 1 shm,·s some of the abundant chemical species (expre::;sed as 
pa1tial pressure) for solar abundances present at 0.1 bar for different temperatures. This 
pressure/temperature regime can be thought of as representati,·e of the atmospheric 
location where t he spectral lines form. Although most hydrogen is in the form of H2 . 
H20 i · abundant. H20 is a strong absorber and its absorption features are expected 
to sculpt the near-IR spectrum of hot Jupiters (F igure 2). For solar abundances CO is 
t he dominant form of carbon at high temperatures. whereas CH~ dominates at lower 
temperatures. This makes the potential detection of CO or CH~ a useful temperature 
discriminant. The hot Jupiter atmosphere · also .. ]i,·e .. in the regime of high-temperature 
condern:;ate . Two examples are shown in Figme 1: Fe Yapor converting into solid Fe and 
Ti becoming loC'kcd into Ti condensates at lo\\' temperature. The latter is significant . since 
TiO i:,, the most important absorber for low-mass (i.e .. :\I) stars at Yisible \\.a\·elengths. 
and hence likely will not be present in the tooler hot Jupiter atmospheres. The alkali 
metals are expected to be in their atomic fo rrn in hot Jupiter atmospheres. du(' to their 
low ionization potentials. This is in contra.st to both stars. where most of a ginm alkali 
metal is ionizC'd. and to Jupiter ,,·here a lkali metals are locked into conclen~ates deep in 
the atmospher<'. See the excellent reYiew by Lodders (2005) for derails on ehemistr>· iu 
brown d\rnrf atmospheres this also applies to hot .Jupiter atmospheres which are similar 
in temperature to brm,·n dwarf atmospheres. 
Fortney rt al. (200.)) and Seager et al. (2005) have made forays into hot .Jupiter atmo-
sphere models with non-solar abundanC'es. in partirnlar exploring the C/ O ratio. \\.ith a 
higher C ratio. CO bernmes more abundant at the expense of H20. CH~ also becomes 
more abundant than in the solar abundanC'e C'aS<'. 
GiYe11 the chemical equilibrium profile. we can understand the .. big picture .. spectrum 
of a hot Jupiter. Figure 2 shmrn a theoretiC'al ~pectrum for a typical hot .Jupiter (in 
this ease the 51 Peg s~·stem) . The stellar spectrum is computed from Kurucz model 
atmospheres (Kurucz 1993). In this theoretical example. the planet's visible wavPlength 
spectrum is dominated by scattered light. showing the same features as in t hC' star. At 
Yisible wawleugths the alkali metals .\Ta and K are strong absorbers. but in the IR strong 
H2 0 absorption features a nd some CH 1 bands shape the spectrum. See eager el al. 
(2000. 2005) for details. 
4. Photochemistry 
The spectra of solar system giant planets Jupiter and Saturn are affected by photo-
C'hemistry. olar U\' radiation photodissociates CH 1 . and the subsequent reactions with 
photolytic produC'tS of CH~ s~·nthesize higher h,,·drornrbons. in turn forming hydrocarbon 
hazes. The haw. make the UV- and blue-wavelength albedo lower by a factor of 2 to 3 
and ··wash out .. spectral fea tures. See Figure 3 in l<arkoschka (199-l) for full disk albedo 
spectra of Jupiter. Saturn. Uranus. and ~eptune for t he effects of photoC'hemistry. 
Hot Jupiters are 100 times closer to their star than Jupiter is to the Sun and therefore 
receive 10.i times as much flux. This raises the que tion about whether hydrocarbon hazes 
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Figu re 1. Partial pres ures of some molecule and solid i11 a typical hot Jupiter atmosphere. 
Solar abundances are used. The total pressure is 105 dyne cm-2 (0.1 bar). representati\·e of 
where spectral lines are formed. A Gibbs free energy minimization routine was used for this 
computation. described in eager (1999). 
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F igure 2. Generic spectrum of a hot Jupiter planet and its parent sta r. See text for details. 
are highly abundant and in tmn cause an eYen more extreme affect on the planetary 
Yisible-wavelength spectra. 
\ \'e have modeled photochemistry on hot Jupiters using the ID Caltech/ JPL KINET-
ICS model developed by Yuk Yung·s group (Strobel 1973: Gladstone et al. 1996). The 
model reproduce hydrocarbon observation on Jupiter, as well as He 5 -l A and H Lya 
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Figure 3 . J\Iixing ratios of photochemical products in hot Jupiter atmo phere . The solid line 
is for a fiducial hot Jupiter atmosphere model (sec Liang et al. 2004) and the dotted line is 
for Jupiter. o,·erall. the hot Jupiter model shows a low total gas-phase abundance of hydro-
carbons. These three hydrocarbon compounds are basic ingredient for synthesizing complex 
hydrocarbons. such as benzene and PAHs. which are also expected to be of low abundance. 
airglmv on .Jupiter. \\"e used a reduced \'ersion i11rnlving four parent molecules: H2 . CO. 
H20. and CH 1. and 253 chemical reactions. 
The hot .Jupiter atmosphere composition and temperature/ pressure profile are un-
known. To m-ercome these uncertainties. ,,.e used three different input atmo pheres (i.e .. 
temperature/pressure profiles) from Seager el al. (2000). Barman et al. (2002). Fortney 
et al. (2003). \\'e also used five different initial rnlue of the input specie . H2 . CO. H2 0 
and CH 1. and considered a four orders of magnitude \'ariation over the CH-1 abundance. 
The model and results are fully de cribed in Liang et al. (2003. 200-l). See those papers 
for a quantitative description of results. 
The main re ·ult are as follows. :\o hydrocarbon hazes are expected on hot Jupiters 
and gas-phase hydrocarbons should ha,·e a very lo,,· abundance (Figure 3). The ere ults 
are due to the hot Jupiters' proximity to their parent stars. 
Primarily, the hot temperatures create fundamentally different chemical pathways than 
on Jupiter (Figure 4). Although the hydrocarbon formation rate is higher than on .Jupiter. 
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Figure 4. Photochemical pathway,, in hot Jupiter atmospheres. 
so is the hydrocarbon destruction rate (i.e .. the lifetime i:, decrea;,,ed). This is because 
a key rC'action in th<' destruction of C2 H2 is fa:,t at the high temperatures found on 
hot .Jupi ters. but a bottleneck at the Im\· temperature found on .Jupiter. The reaction is 
(C2H:-i-H2 - C2 H 1 -r H). and see Liang d al. (2003) for the full set of reaction:,. Because 
C2 H2 is the main starting point for higher hydrocarbons. its low abundance leads to an 
o\·erall IO\\" hydrocarbon abundance on hot .Jupit<'rs. 
Secondly. CO and H2 0 are expected to be abundant on hot .Jupiter at the expen ·e of 
CH 1. which b the dominant form of Con the colder :,olar system giant pla11ets. Hydrocar-
bon formation 011 .Jupiter is dri,·en by the photodissociation of CH.i and the subsequent 
reactions of th<' products - C2 H2. C2H.t. C2H6 ar<' important for forming more complex 
hydrocarbons and h~·drocarbon aerosols. The high-C\- radiation em·ironment clo e to the 
star. together \\·ith abundant I-120. facilitatC's hydrocarbon destruction. I-12 0 photodis o-
ciation in the upper atmosphere proYidC's C'XcC'sS aromic H that partially enables the fast 
destruction of C2H2 by hydrogenation to CH 1 (with tlw second criteria being tempera-
ture. described abo,·e) and forms a large atomic rC'sen·oir in t he upper atmosphen?. This 
is in contrat:.t to the equilibrium chemistry case where all H exists as H2 . 
These results tie in to obserrntions of IID 209-15 b described in § 2. First. the low 
albedo on HD 20945 b is not caused by hydrocarbon hazc>s. Second. the extended hy-
drogen exosphere can form partially because of a huge H reserrnir in the planet·s upper 
atmosphere. caused by H2 0 photodissociation. 
5. Near Future Prospects 
In the coming year. the Spitzer Space telescope will obserw fom transiting hot Jupiters 
to detect their thermal emission during :,econdary eclipse. One of these planets. 
HD 20945 b. also has a gro\Ying dataset of obserrntions and upper liinits at different 
wavelengths and a good understanding of this planet's atmosphere should emerge. See 
Seager rt al. (200:J ) for a d iscussion about future prospects. The number of transiting hot 
.Jupiters around bright stars is growing and an increasing number \\'ill be characterized 
in terms of atmospheric composition. temperature and presence of an exosphere. On the 
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computat ional side. photochemistry of S and I\" compounds needs to be further explored 
in their role as haze::; on hot Jupiter atmospheres. The near future is bright for both 
observations and models of transiting hot Jupiter::;. 
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Discu ssion 
BLACK : \\'hat can be aid about magnetospheres and ionospheres of hot exoplanets? 
SEAGER: \\'e do not know if the hot exoplanets have magnetospheres. If they do. inter-
action between the stellar and planetary magnetic fields could show up obsen·ationally, 
because of their close proximity. Shkolnik et al. (2005) find suggestive eYidence that 
b,·o stars hosting hot Jupiters have chromospheric activity with the same period as the 
planet. suggesting a magnetic field interaction. No dramatic superftares from magnetic 
reconnection have been observed. The decametric radiation (as seen from Jupiter) due 
to synchrotron emission. is too faint to be detected with today·s radio telescopes. 
HERBST: Are your .. equilibrium .. chemical models truly thermodynamic ones? If so. they 
are probably used to too low temperatures. 
SEAGER: The JA AF Thermochemical t ables go dmrn to 500K or much lower. so the 
calculations are appropriate. 
\ "A:-.l DrSHOECK : \\·hat are the prospects for detecting the other H2 0 photodissociation 
products. OH or O? 
SEAGER: With the demise of HST / STIS ,,.e do not have any way of detecting narrow 
absorption features in the UV-,·isible wavelengths at this time. In addition. because the 
transmission spectrum measurement is o difficult. an atomic or molecular feature in an 
exoplanet atmosphere has to be extremely strong. Howe,·er. a tentative detection of 0 
in HD 20945 b·s exosphere has been reported by Vidal-:\Iadjar et al. (2004). 
STREL:'\ITSKl: \\'e haYe calculated the possibility of fluorescence and maser radiation in 
radio lines of molecules (H2 0 in particular) from exoplanets. An important parameter 
for possible masering is the pressure of the gas. \\·hat is the typical pressme in the region 
,,·here H20 is abundant? 
SEAGER: For solar abundance models we expect water rnpor to be abundant throughout 
the planet atmosphere - this includes pressures ranging from 10 bars to "' 10- 5 bars, 
and possibly eYen a greater range. 
